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The problem of finding mean Green’s tensor of the microinhomogeneous 
elastic unbounded medium is considered. In the case of a statistically iso- 

tropic homogeneous medium the problem reduces to that of finding the 
eigenvalues of the elastic and polarization operators and of calculating the 
inverse Fourier transforms. The method of changing the field variables was 
used to sum all one-point and two-point sequences in the expansion for the 

elastic operator and its eigenvalues. A general expression for the mean 
Green’s tensor is obtained for a particular correlation function. The problems 
of obtaining an approximate expression for this tensor in terms of the first 

roots and of finding the asymptotic formulas in terms of the wavelengths 

(frequencies) are discussed. 
Methods of obtaining the Green’s function for the inhomogeneous and 

randomly-inhomogeneous media were discussed in [l - 51. Use of the meth- 
ods of the Green’s function in stochastic systems is the subject of [6 - 81. 

1. Let us consider an unbounded linear elastic inhomogeneous medium in which 
the stresses oil and deformations eij are connected by the following relation: 

o = h (5)e, ekl = l/a (uk2, + rkk) (1.1) 

where 3Lijkr (z) is the tensor of elastic coefficients, depending on the spatial co- 
ordinates in a random manner. Here and in the following we shall use a straight- 
forward notation for the field variables passing, when necessary, to a coordinate re- 

presentation of the tensors. The Green’s tensor G,,,, (5, xi) of the medium in 

question satisfies the equation 

(1.2) 

Bringing into consideration an auxiliary medium with the parameters ho, po, we 

pass from the equation (1.2) to the equivalent integral equation 

G (~4 = G” (z - a) - s G” (h/G> & x dsl, h’ z A _ ~0 (1.3) 

(Gkno (Z - zl) denotes the Green’s tensor of the homogeneous auxiliary medium). 
Differentiating (1.3), transferring the derivative under the integral sign and writing 
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we obtain 

Passing to new field variables g and I’ [9] 

gijk = &&qk, z, r,,mst = ~imv@,;‘,t (1.4) 

we can write the integral equation in the form 

g = Gf , - j Gt%J’gdxl 
(1.5) 

Solving (1.5) by consecutive iterations, we obtain an expression for gijk in the form 

of a dispersion series in powers of r. The best convergence of the series is obtained 
when [S] 

(riiRz) = 0 

A direct check shows that when (1.6), ( g) satisfies the equation 

(g> = G:,+ 5 j+%Q(g)ddxz 

Qnmsth,xd = ampq (x1)r~ystw: G$! qv(xz -21) + - - - 

We define the effective polarization tensor I’zmst by the relation 

(r&Y) = r* (g> = s Y* (X, X1)(g) dXI 

Averaging the equation (1.5) and taking (1.8) into account, we obtain 

(g)= G:r-~G$J'*(g)dx~ 

Equating (1.7) and (1.9). we obtain the relation connecting y* and Q 

y* (x, 4 = -Q (xv d 

The field quantities G,,, h and g, I? are connected by the formulas 

g = (E’ + h’G$clG,, 

J? g = h’G, x, E$jl = 6iq6jl 

Averaging (1.11) and taking (1.8) into account, we obtain 

< g> = (G, r> + G% A’ (G,,; 
r* (g) = A’ (G,,), A’ = A* - h 

where the elastic operator A* is given by the relation 

(I&,,> = A* (G,,) = s h*(G,,W, 

From (1.12) follows 
r* (El + GIL A’) (GA = A’ (G,,: 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 
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Let the medium in question be statistically homogeneous and isotropic . Then 

r* (2,5r) = r* (z - $I), h* (5, z*) = h” (3: - XI)* 

Let us denote the Fourier transforms of the kernels y* and h* by D* (0, k), 
L* (co, k). Applying the Fourier transformation to (1.14), we obtain 

L* (w, k) = h” + M-‘I)* (0, k), llJ,,,j = Efqj - DZjim@, mq (1.15) 

Let us now average the equation (1.2), with (1.3) taken into account, and Fourier 
transform the result. We obtain 

(Lzklklkj - poW’8ik) Pkn = - 6i, (1.16) 

where (P krr ( W, k) is a Fourier transform of the tensor Gkn . 

2. Let the auxiliary medium be homogeneous and isotropic 

GM = h,E& + 2~~~%19 E&l = ‘1% (&Jjl + a&l) (2.1) 

Then the expression for the tensor GknO is known [l]. 
Let us restrict ourselves in the expression (1.7) to the two-point moment I?~JR~ 

(x), which corresponds to the process of taking into account the two-point moments 
hijkl (2) of every order. Consider the inhomogeneous isotropic medium 

hijkr (r) = h (2) G;kt -t 2~ (2) GM (2.2) 

We assume that 

(ri (z,)I’~ (~a)> = R (O)C’Z-’ sin ~7 T = a-‘p = a-’ I XI - ~4 1 (2.3) 

Applying the Fourier transformation according to the second formula of (1.7) and 

taking (1. lo), (2.3) into account, we obtain 

Formulas (1.5) with (2.4) taken into account, yield 

L,$b (0, k) 3 ail L,* f 0, k) Ezj.,@ 

E%vb = qnqj&% E’&b = QvQaGnj 

E&b = I/O (6nV!?j’$b + dnbqjqy + ajyqnqb 

Ebb = !?nqj%??b, qi = ki / k 

(2.4) 

+ 

III the case of strong isotropy Di* (0, k) = Li* (0, k) = 0 (i = 3,. 4, 5, 6) s 
we write the formulas (1.15) as follows: 

Lo* = P,, + 1 _ $B 
2* 

, T(‘) = i;;f;;;8;;oj (2.6) 

K* = K,, + i _‘&* : T = (hi, + 2vo)-’ 
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Substituting L* into the equations (Ii. 16) and solving them for P , we obtain 

Pkn = Pkn(‘) + &c~(~), &,(‘) = p&,,, Pkn(‘) = Pet) (a,, - Q&z) (2.8) 

PC0 = - [(L,* + 2Lz*)k” - pooT’, P(t) = ---IL,*/? - podI 

From(2.7) it follows that Di* (0, k), Li* (0, k) are functions of k2 

Dfa, = A jo&‘k2” (a = 0,1,2) 

D;, = D”, Dr,, = Ds*, D:, = DI*, 

(2.9) 
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L;, = ASa’ + Au, (a)-1 j. Cia)k2n 

Lo* = L*, Lyf;, = L,*+ 2L2* 
(aI 

a0 = 1 - AT@@), aLa’ = - Aj%)&a) (n = 1,2, . . .) 

(a) 
Cn = da) - ap)-' i aia)$Qk, 7l 

k=o 
af) _ 3afIaf) 

Substituting (2.9) into (2.8), we can write 

xg (k2) = 2 $‘k2”, sp = )$” + &b)af)-l 
n=i 

~2) = As$~l@)-l, A:’ I PO, G’ = ho + 2pe 

Performing the inverse Fourier transformation in (2.8) with (2.10) taken into account, 
we obtain 

(Gij) = - & 2 kg) 

n=3 ~1’ U@) 
exp (ikg’p) _t (2.11) 

3. Let US now turn our attention to computing the approximate values of (Gij) 
at n = 0, 1. When n = 0 we obtain, with (2.10) taken into account, 

kp’ = k, (1 + A$)a’,a’-l), k, = e , 
?$I 

ca = po 
(3.1) 

The relations (3.1) yield the following asymptotic formulas depending on the wave- 
length of the waves in question: 

a&< 1 (w'G, < 1, z, = ac,-') 

for the long waves with the case k,,(a) = k, yielding a homogeneous medium with 
elastic coefficients ho, and po; 

ak, z 1 (wz, s I), 16, I< 1, 6, = 1 - 0% (a = 1, t) 

kia’= k,(l +$-‘“, $)=2N($+ 3) 

q’b’ = N s& (0) 
N=- 

45P0 

for the waves with wavelengths of the order of the inhomogeneities, and 

ak, > 1 (wz, > 1) 
j&,(a) = i,$, (hoWp))% (1 _ hoWp))-l 

for the short waves. 
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Taking into account (2.11) and (2.12), we obtain for n = 0 

(G(,,(a9 = --Fa) f4np (&(afTfa) - 1)1+ exp (ik,ta)pl (3.2) 

where (Gu,)@)) is the original function of P(a) (w, k) . When n. = 1, we 
have with (2. J.0) taken into account, 

j&at2 
Ap 

0 =: 2p,o*[S(,a) + ,$"']-", j$)' -z -- hia' r$? + sia'l (3.3) 

,$,a~ = @’ + Ac$@@)-l, Sta) = ($$u)z + 4p0&4c~)a(+-l)l/~ 1 
0 

Investigation of the asymptotics of the formulas (3.3) with respect to the wavelengths 
(frequencies) can be reduced to the problem of finding the corresponding expressions 

for csfa), cr@) kofa), kIta) . We have 

k(a) ;; k, 
0 

(G];;) = - 

(~~~~)-I exp (iki@p)] 

for long waves, 

iao3c~‘0{$J1 exp (ikp)p) - 

(G;;]) = - & [(h$,a’ + 2ik,@“J1 exp (iklp’p) - 

(hip”‘)+ exp (ikLa’ p)j 

for the waves witi wavelengths of the order of the inhomogeneities. and 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

kg(a) = ik, (~@)T(“))‘/a (1 - ho(@T(a))-l 

crca’) zzz ca@) zz . . . = 0, (T(O)- = T-1 + 4,'3 (T("))-' 

c'&,~'"') = $#Y") f4np(1 - hof”VYqJ-1 exp (coop) 

(3.6) 
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for short waves. 
For the formulas (2.12) with (3.1) - (3.6) taken into account, it follows that an 

inhomogeneity leads to the appearance of exponentially decaying terms in theexpres- 
sion for the averaged function. The expression for short waves contains only the 
decaying terms. When exact operator relations are used, the dispersion equations be- 
come incorrect [lo] in the short wave region a&>$ , and ray methods have to 
be used in investigating the fields [3]. We note that in the cases of long and short 
waves the series (2. IO) are truncated, while for ak, z 1 all terms in the series are 
proportional to 6,, and for this reason the expression (3.5) contains only the first 
two terms. In the formula for ko@) in (3.4) we neglect, in the real part, the term 
proportional to (aka)2. In selecting the roots of (3.3) we use the condition that ~cI@) 
tends to Ic, on passing to the homogeneous medium 

(I$$) 
(R(a) 3 0) . Then the first 

term in the expression for becomes the Green’s function for a homogene- 
ous medium, and the second term vanishes. In the case of the remaining two roots 

kJa 3 k, as R (0) + 0. The first term in (GE]) vanishes, and the second 
term becomes the Green’s function for the homogeneous medium. 

The correlation function (2.3) represents a product of the following functions: 
R,(p)&, (0) exp (--‘G) characterizes completely disorganized structures [ll] and 

& (p) = R2 (0)~~~ sin r determines the Markovian field of the coefficients y (5) 

[12,133. 
The presence of negative correlation means that the function (2.3) describes the 

fields y (z) which vary arbitrarily rapidly over the length of order %‘ca (i. e. they 
assume values of different sign sufficiently often). A correlation dependence of the 

type (2.3) has been detected in experiments [14]. The method of computing theGreen’s 

tensor discussed here can be used with any,exponentially-trigonometric correlation func- 

tion which can be represented in the exponential form. 
In particular, for R (p) = H (0) erp (-Z) the expressions (2.7) simplify in the fol- 

lowing manner: 1) instead of aj(j = i,2) we write a, = a-1 (1 - ia+.) , 2) 
the difference in j disappears, and {f&l = fs, 3) A= --nR (0) (2&)-l . Corres- 
ponding changes take place in (3.1) - (3.4), and the qualitative character of the 
dependence of k(“) on o remains unaltered. Formulas (3.5) will disappear, since 
in this case the small parameter 6, == 1 - ak, will not be present in the rela- 

tions (2.10). 
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